Incorporating secondary structural features into sequence information for predicting protein structural class.
Knowledge of structural classes is applied in numerous important predictive tasks that address structural and functional features of proteins, although the prediction accuracy of the protein structural classes is not high. In this study, 45 different features were rationally designed to model the differences between protein structural classes, among which, 30 of them reflect the combined protein sequence information. In terms of correlation function, the protein sequence can be converted to a digital signal sequence, from which we can generate 20 discrete Fourier spectrum numbers. According to the segments of amino with different characteristics occurring in protein sequences, the frequencies of the 10 kinds of segments of amino acid (motifs) in protein are calculated. Other features include the secondary structural information :10 features were proposed to model the strong adjacent correlations in the secondary structural elements and capture the long-range spatial interactions between secondary structures, other 5 features were designed to differentiate α/β from α+β classes , which is a major problem of the existing algorithm. The methods were proposed based on a large set of low-identity sequences for which secondary structure is predicted from their sequence (based on PSI-PRED). By means of this method, the overall prediction accuracy of four benchmark datasets were all improved. Especially for the dataset FC699, 25PDB and D1189 which are 1.26%, 1% and 0.85% higher than the best previous method respectively.